Inspiring kids in STEAM across all five boroughs

This Giving Tuesday
**Help us provide hands-on science for every kid**

This year, with the generous support of Verizon, we brought HYPOTHEkids Science Clubs to over 2,000 young children through NYCHA community centers and Title 1 schools. In 2022, we want to serve 5,000 children but we need your help!

- **A donation of $75** will provide a HYPOTHEkit - all the supplies and materials a child needs to do all the projects during a season
- **A donation of $150** will sponsor one child to participate in HYPOTHEkids Science Clubs
- **A donation of $2,500** will fully fund a 15 week hands-on science club for up to 25 children

Need to hear more? How about straight from the kids?

- "I'm in love with your heartbeat," Student at PS 123
- "Can we go on a trip to a real science lab?" Student at Grant Houses Cornerstone, wearing their brain hats

- "There's really sugar inside our bodies?" (looks at friend)..."Don't try to eat me!" Student at Jacob Riis Cornerstone
- “If we're done learning about the body...what are we learning about next?” Student at Jacob Riis Cornerstone, upon finishing our My Body Alive season

Anything you give will help inspire future thinkers, creators, and questioners who might not otherwise get this chance. Getting students interested in STEM at a young age is crucial - we're ready to take on the challenge. Will you help us?

Sponsor a HYPOTHEkit

Sponsor a HYPOTHEkid